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LAYERED, ZIPPERED AND BUTTONED: THE IMPORTATION OF 
HEBREW INTO “DOS YIDISHE VORT” 

Zelda Kahan Newman 
Hebraic and Judaic Studies, Lehman College 

City University of New York 

Abstract 

This paper examines the ways in which Biblical, rabbinic and the Hebrew of modern Israel are 
imported into the Yiddish publication Dos Yidishe Vort. Three strategies are examined. The first 
strategy, “layering”, occurs when the imported Hebrew elements appear without their 
connective tissue. We examine the cases when this can be done easily. The second strategy, 
“zippering”, occurs when there is a 1:1 alignment between the morphemes of the two 
languages. In such cases, a text can, and does, slip easily from one language to the other. The 
third strategy, “buttoning”, occurs when the host language incorporates the foreign elements by 
creating a structure that “nativizes” the foreign element and thereby draws it into the host 
language. This productive process sometimes stretches and sometimes shrinks the original 
material. 

1 General Introduction 

1.1 Other theories versus the proposed approach – an overview 

What we call here “borrowing” might be called “code switching” in other frameworks. I have 
not used the term “code switching” because this notion has always been used for the borrowing of 
speech forms, while we are considering here only written texts. The terms we introduce here, 
layering, zippering and buttoning, overlap to some extent with those suggested by others. When 
borrowed items are “layered”, they conform both to Poplack’s congruence constraints1 and to 
Myers-Scotton’s MLF model: 2 they do not violate any constraints of the matrix language. The two 
exceptions to Myers-Scotton’s MLF system morpheme principle, double morphology3 and bare 

                                                 
1  See Poplack (1978:16) for a chart on switched segments at major constituent boundaries and within major 

constituent boundaries. For the equivalence constraint there see p. 28. In Poplack & Meechan (1978:213). 
Surface structure equivalences are called “equivalence-based switching”. 

2  Myers-Scotton suggested this model in 1993 and updated it in 2002. The 2002 model suggests looking for 
congruence between the ML and the EL at the level of lexical-conceptual structure, predicate argument 
structure and morphology. See pages, 10, 13-16 and 162-3. 

3  See Myers-Scotton (2002:91-3, 301). See also Winford (2003:146). 
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2 Zelda Kahan Newman  

forms4, are not exceptional at all in our texts. In the issues of Dos Yidishe Vort that we have 
examined, they occur regularly. In fact, it is the details of these “exceptional” strategies that we will 
examine more closely in this paper. 

Myers-Scotton’s “double morphology” is called here “zippering”, and the use of what Myers-
Scotton calls “bare verbs” is one example of what we call “buttoning”. Myers-Scotton speaks 
mostly of the borrowing of EL (embedded language) verbs, while in our data, EL adjectives can 
also be imported. To be sure, there are conditions for this sort of importation. They will be dis-
cussed at length when we discuss the process we call “buttoning”. In our view, these two processes, 
the use of forms that have “double morphology” and the use of “bare forms”, ought to be seen not 
as odd exceptions to the general rule, but as legitimate, and even (in the case of “buttoning”) highly 
productive strategies that allow the borrowing of one language into the texts of another. 

Myers-Scotton’s EL island hypothesis predicts that when a system morpheme is chosen from the 
EL, it will trigger an EL island.5 Our data show an exception to that rule. Far more importantly, 
because one of the languages involved in the code-switching of our texts is a sacred language, both 
Poplack’s congruence constraints and Myers-Scotton’s MLF model constraints are violated fairly 
regularly when we encounter material from the sacred language. At such times, we encounter what I 
call “bunching”: an adherence to the norms, not just of the matrix language, but also to those of the 
embedded language. Apparently, the sacred text is so important to our authors, that it trumps the 
constraints linguists think code-switchers ought to note. 

1.2 Yiddish-Hebrew language contact 

By the time Yiddish appeared as the Jewish vernacular of Ashkenazic Europe,6 Hebrew was the 
spoken language of no one community. The Hebrew-Aramaic known as loshn-koydesh was, 
however, the sacred written language of Jewish communities around the world. It is this sacred 
written language that went into the making of Yiddish.7 Indeed, some of the Hebrew found in 
Yiddish is by now so well incorporated, so altered and “Yiddishized”, that it is hardly recognizable 
as Hebrew at all. We will have occasion later in this paper to discuss this sort of Hebrew-in-
Yiddish. 

Once Modern Hebrew came into being, another dimension was added to the Hebrew-Yiddish 
interaction. Bilingual speakers of Yiddish and Modern Hebrew could now borrow and lend freely. 
And that, in fact, has happened. Modern Hebrew has borrowed from Yiddish,8 and Yiddish has 
borrowed from Modern Hebrew. By now, both languages have a flourishing speech community, 
and a vibrant written language.9 The aim of this paper is to examine the Hebrew borrowings found 
in one variety of modern written Yiddish: the journal known as Dos Yidishe Vort. 

Dos Yidishe Vort is a bimonthly journal published in New York City by Agudas Yisroel, an 
ultra-orthodox world-wide movement that operates as a political party in the state of Israel. Its 

                                                 
4  Myers-Scotton (2002:67). See also Winford (2003:146). 
5  Myers-Scotton (2002:139-53). Also, see Winford (2003:140). 
6  For the best explanation of the term “Ashkenazic community”, see Weinreich (1973). See also Katz 

(2004:46, 54) and Jacobs (2005:42-44). 
7  Once again, the best explanation for the ways in which Yiddish incorporates Hebrew is to be found in 

Weinreich (1958). For the incorporation of Hebrew into the written forms of Yiddish, see Weinreich 
(1958) “Nusakh Ha-Sofrim Ha-Ivri-Yidi”, Kahan-Newman (1990) “Another Look at Scribal Language”, 
and Jacob’s (2005: 294-301) Yiddish: A Linguistic Introduction. 

8  See Zuckerman (2006) “A New Vision for “Israeli Hebrew”: Theoretical and Practical Implications of 
Analysing Israel’s Main Language as a Semi-Engineered Semito-European Hybrid Language”. Journal of 
Modern Jewish Studies 5.1:55-70. 

9  It is commonly, and wrongly, supposed that speakers of Yiddish no longer exist. That is patently untrue. 
Today's speakers of Yiddish, are Hassidic Jews, and they are a thriving, fast-growing community.  
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   Layered, zippered and buttoned 3 

contributors sign their articles and are given by a by-line that indicates their venue. Nothing else 
about the author is known to the reader. Issues of Dos Yidishe Vort generally run between 40 and 60 
pages. 

2 The Data 

The editor and primary feature writers of Dos Yidishe Vort (DYV henceforth) are readers of both 
Modern Hebrew and Yiddish.10 As orthodox men, they also have at their disposal a solid grounding 
in loshn-koydesh.11 It comes as no surprise, then, that elements of Hebrew/loshn-koydesh creep into 
their written Yiddish. In this paper we will examine 2 years' worth of both the editorial column and 
the Israeli feature writer's columns. We will ask ourselves which of the borrowed elements are 
Modern Hebrew and which are loshn-koydesh, and how these elements have been incorporated into 
Yiddish. 

The melding of these languages is no simple matter. After all, the two languages belong to 
entirely different language families. Hebrew typically puts its adjectives after its nouns; Yiddish 
typically puts its adjectives before its nouns.12 The Hebrew verb typically indicates time (and 
aspect) by using discontinuous morphemes that consist of prefixes, infixes and suffixes, while the 
Yiddish verb typically leaves the verbal stem alone and uses auxiliaries to indicate temporal 
notions.13 How, then, can Hebrew be imported into Yiddish?14

Yiddish linguists have made a distinction between what they called “whole Hebrew” and 
“merged Hebrew”.15 The former can be seen in the use of the Hebrew words (in the bentshn, the 
prayer said after a meal) “ba'al ha-bayis” master of the house, while the latter is seen when those 
same Hebrew words are “merged” within a Yiddish text and become “balebos/balebus”. While 
“whole Hebrew” and “merged Hebrew” are useful terms, my terminology allows for a further 
refining of the phenomenon. I will contend that while some “whole Hebrew” elements allow for a 
smooth layering, others, pulled in one direction by the demands of Hebrew grammar, and in another 
direction by the demands of Yiddish grammar, cause some discomfiture, or “bunching” when they 
are “layered” within a Yiddish text. What's more, unlike merged Hebrew elements, which have 
been so totally “nativized” that they are not a source of productive borrowing, the elements under 
discussion here, whether “layered”, “zippered” or “buttoned”, form an open set and are a productive 
source of future borrowing. It is time now to go from metaphoric generalities to the structural nitty-
gritty of the two languages.  

                                                 
10  For the editor's Hebrew competence see Dos Yidishe Vort, #382, אדר תשסה, p. 2. There he confesses that 

he has read a recent issue of Yediot Akharonot, the popular Hebrew language daily newspaper printed in 
Israel. The feature editor lives in Israel and reports from there. He is obviously a Hebrew reader. 

11  It makes no difference whether we think of loshn-koydesh narrowly, as referring only to Hebrew, or 
widely, as referring to the Hebrew and Aramaic mix found in rabbinic texts. (As a matter of fact, in these 
texts, we encountered very little Aramaic.) Of course, since ancient Hebrew and Yiddish were in constant 
“contact”, and borrowing from a wide range of texts was always a possibility for the educated Yiddish 
speaker, the boundaries between the languages was always porous and sometimes hard to define. I owe the 
importance of this cautionary note to Paul Glasser. 

12  As for the placement of adjectives in Yiddish, this is an oversimplification. See our later discussion for the 
possibility of post-nominal adjectives in Yiddish.  

13  This, too, is an oversimplification. In some tenses Yiddish uses suffixes on the verbal stem too. But much 
of the work of conveying tense and aspect is done by auxiliaries and particles. 

14  See Kahan-Newman (1990). 
15  See Weinreich (1958). See also Weinreich (1973:351-53).  
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3 Layering 

3.1 Sentence Modifiers and Adverbials 

The most innocuous importations from Hebrew into Yiddish are those words and/or expressions 
that do not link up structurally with any other element(s) of the Yiddish sentence. These can be 
sentence modifiers, like לכאורה למען האמת [leman ho-emes] “in fact”, [likhoyre] “on the face of it”, 
 in short”, [ledatenu] “in our opinion”, [kayodua] “as is known”, or“ [bekitser] כידוע לדעתנו בקיצור
adverbials, like בפרט בקרוב בשעתו [beshato] “at that time”, [bekorev] “soon”, [bifrat] “especially”, 
and סוף-סוף  [sof-sof] “at last”. At times, these adverbials can be not just one-word borrowings, but 
borrowings that are an entire phrase long, like: במנוחה ובשקט [bimnukhe u-vesheket] “in peace and 
quiet”, -בכל מקומות מושבותיהם [bekhol mekoymoys moshvoysehem] “in all their dwellings”, or  מן
 entirely, from one pole to the next”. These Hebrew“ [min hakotse el ha-kotse] הקצה אל הקצה
borrowings, structurally unhampered as they are, can be layered anywhere within a Yiddish text. 
The more familiar the speaker is with Hebrew, the larger the number of potential candidates for this 
type of layering. 

3.2 Nouns, Noun Phrases, and Noun Clauses 

Of all the Hebrew nouns that can be incorporated into a Yiddish text, the least problematic are 
single-word nouns that are preceded by the Yiddish indefinite article: a(n). This article, unmarked 
for gender, presents no opportunity for mis-matched Hebrew-Yiddish article+noun combinations.  

As soon as we switch to the single-word Hebrew noun preceded by a Yiddish definite article, 
however, the situation changes. The definite article in Yiddish is marked for gender, and so when a 
Hebrew noun is inserted into a Yiddish text, a mis-matched Hebrew-Yiddish gender combination 
becomes possible. That did happen in the data we examined. Whereas the Hebrew noun שליחות 
[shlikhes] “mission” is feminine in Hebrew, it is neuter gender in Yiddish.16 (Weinreich gives the 
plural of this noun as שליחויות שליחותן [shlikhusn], while in Hebrew the plural of this noun is 

 ,A similar sort of Hebrew-Yiddish clash occurs with the form: [zekhus] .([shlikhuyot] זכות
“privilege”. The Yiddish plural of this word is: זכותים [zekhusim] “privileges”, whereas the Hebrew 
plural for this noun is: שליחותן זכויות [zekhuyot]. These pairs: Yiddish [shlikhusn] / Hebrew 
 and Yiddish [zekhusim] / Hebrew [zekhuyot], are examples of ,[shlikhuyot] זכויות זכותים שליחויות
a well known divergent paradigm in which the Yiddish plural is masculine or neuter, whereas the 
Hebrew plural is feminine. The more commonly known examples are: Yiddish טליתים [talesim] / 
Hebrew שבתות שבתים טליתות [talitot] “prayer shawls” and Yiddish [shabosim] / Hebrew [shabatot] 
“Sabbaths”. With this sort of discrepancy, we might expect the two writers to part ways: the 
American would use the Yiddish plural, while the native Israeli, faced with a conflicting Hebrew 
plural, would use the Hebrew plural. But that is not what happened. Both writers, even the Israeli 
writer, stuck with the Yiddish plural. 

 .”A different kind of Hebrew-Yiddish clash can be seen in the word [sh(a)liakh] “emissary שליח
The Hebrew plural is שליחים [shlikhim] “emissaries” and that is indeed one of the possible plurals 
in Yiddish.17 The second plural, the one that appears in our data, is the stranger of the two. It is: 
 Those with an intimate knowledge of Jewish sources can be expected to .[shlukhim] שלוחים
associate the form חושיל  with the gerundial form [shiluakh] (ha-ken) – “the [shlukhim] שלוחים 
driving away (at the nest)”.18 Because emissaries are sent willingly, and are not driven away, the 
                                                 
16  Neuter gender is assigned not just to this Hebrew verb, but to all Yiddish verbs of this form (ות in Hebrew, 

-es, in Yiddish) derived from the Hebrew component of Yiddish.  
17  See Weinreich (1968:386).  
18  This is the commandment that allows eggs to be removed from a nest only after the mother bird has been 

driven away. Because the Biblical text follows this commandment with a promise of longevity, it is among 
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 form [shlikhim] would seem more appropriate. The presence of the [u] where an [i] is שליחים
expected, can, I believe, be attributed to phonetic hyper-correction based on a kind of sociological 
elitism. One of the well-known dialectal correspondences in Yiddish is the appearance of [i] in the 
dialects of Central and Southeastern Yiddish, where the Northeastern dialect had [u].19 For 
example, Central and Southeastern Yiddish have פיטער [piter] “butter” where Northeastern Yiddish 
hasפוטער  and Central and Southeastern Yiddish have  [mime] “aunt”, where ,[puter] מימע
Northeastern Yiddish has מומע[mume]. Because the elite dialect of Yiddish was felt to be the 
Northeastern dialect, those who wished to impress others with their “elite” origins often “corrected” 
their native [i] to [u]. This accounts for the numerous occurrences of כט בענטשןול  [lukht bentshn- 
sic!] “candle lighting”, found in collections of tkhines, (Yiddish language prayer books for women) 
as well as for the extraordinary quality of a rosh-yeshive, (head of a yeshiva, a Talmud Academy) 
touted at a yeshive dinner: that the rosh-yeshive has a special kurve (prostitute) for each and every 
boy in his yeshive!20 The speaker at the dinner, aiming for the Hebrew-derived word [kirve] 
“closeness” hyper-corrected, and changed the [i] in the word [kirve] to [u]- with hilarious results. 
Similarly, the Hebrew plural noun שליחים [shlikhim] can undergo hyper-correction. The resulting 
word will be the one that appears in our data: שלוחים [shlukhim]. 

We proceed now to imported Hebrew noun phrases and clauses. Some of the nouns that appear 
in DYV come along with their Hebrew modifying words, so that what appears in the text are 
phrases and clauses. Thus, we find the 2-word phrase: חוק המנוחה [khok ha-menukhe] “the law of 
rest”, or the three word phrases: מאמינים בני מאמינים [maminim beney maminim] “believers, sons of 
believers”, and העם היושב בציון [ho-om hayoyshev be-tsiyon] “the nation that dwells in Zion”. 
These are, on the whole, a straightforward group of borrowings that allow for a smooth layering 
within a Yiddish text. 

An interesting (and unexpected) borrowing, one which may be the particular mark of the DYV 
style, is a 2-noun phrase linked with the Yiddish morpheme [un], and. Thus we find the mixed 
Hebrew-Yiddish phrases: תועבה און שמוץ [toyevo un shmuts] “abomination (Hebrew noun) and 
filth (Yiddish noun)”,  סכנותפורענויות און  [puroniyoys un sakonos] “punishments (loshn-koydesh 
noun) and dangers (Yiddish noun)”.21 In DYV, the tendency in an “X un Y” phrase is for both X 
and Y to be Hebrew or loshn-koydesh nouns. Nevertheless, as we have seen, it is perfectly possible 
for one of the nouns to be Hebrew, while the other is Yiddish. 

The writers of DYV tend to try for structural parallelism when they use an “X un Y” schema. 
Thus we find: אונזער קיום און קיום העולם [unzer kiyem un kiyem ho-oylem] “our existence and 
world existence”, and ל“דברי נביאים און דברי חז  [divrey nevi’im un divrey khazal] “the words of the 
prophets and the words of the sages”. From the examples: ות און צביעותרשע  [rishus un tsvies] “evil 
and hypocrisy”, ים און חסדיםנס ה און הצלחהישוע   [nisim un khasodim] “miracles and grace(s)”, 
[yeshu’e un hatslokhe] “salvation and success”, we can see that the writers try for parallel 
morphological affixes. 

Occasionally, we find Hebrew nouns linked not with the Yiddish morpheme “un”, but with the 
Hebrew morpheme  נבוניםוחכמים -Thus, we find: [khakhomim u.( pronounced either [ve] or [u]) ו 
nevoynim] “smart (men) and wise (men)”,  מנהיג העולםובורא  [boyre u-manhig ho-oylem] “creator 

                                                                                                                                                     
the more well-known positive commandments. What is important for us here is that the commandment is 
known as “shiluakh ha-ken”. 

19  For a chart with the i/u correspondences, see Weinreich (1973:371). 
20  This was reported to me by someone who was at a dinner for the Mir yeshive and heard the speaker for the 

night make this boast. 
 punishments” is one of the few Aramaic words found in these issues of DYV. It is“ [puroniyoys] פורענות 21

usually considered part of the leshon khakhamim stratum of Hebrew. As for סכנות [sakonos] “dangers”, it is 
a Hebrew-derived noun that is a member of both the Israeli lexicon and the Yiddish lexicon. 
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אנחה וצרות יגון  and leader of the world”, and [tsores yogon va-anokho] “troubles, sorrow and 
sighing”. The two writers under consideration are familiar enough with Hebrew, it would seem, to 
have it either way: sometimes they concatenate their Hebrew nouns with a Yiddish “un”, and 
sometimes with a Hebrew ו- [ve] or [u]. 

3.2.1 Nouns and Their Modifiers 

It is worth noting that, for the most part, once Hebrew nouns are chosen, the modifiers are also 
Hebrew, and it is Hebrew word order that sets the rules for the phrase. Thus we find: כדור הארץ 

קול  ,”the globe of the world”, [inyonim koshim] “difficult matters“ [kadur ho-orets] ענינים קשים
 the voice of Torah”, [khakhomim le-hora] “(men who are) clever in“ [kol toyre] חכמים להרע תורה
doing evil”, and סכנה מבפנים [sakone mi-bifnim] “an internal danger”, in which the head noun 
precedes its modifiers, as Hebrew grammar dictates. The phenomenon of continuing in the bor-
rowed (or embedded) language once an importation has begun, was noted by Weinreich years 
ago.22 It is what Myers-Scotton calls the “EL island hypothesis, which states that once a system 
morpheme is chosen from the embedded language, it will trigger an EL island. 

There is one example in our data, however, however, when a Hebrew-derived head noun is 
modified according to the dictates of Yiddish grammar, and the head noun follows the modifier. 
This occurred in חורבן תקופה [khurbn tkufe] “Holocaust era”. We could try to account for the 
unusual word order here by suggesting that because the Hebrew head noun is also a part of the 
Yiddish lexicon, its essential “Yiddishness” dictates the placement of its modifier(s). The fact is that 
it is impossible to say whether this noun, like so many others that are part of the lexicon of both 
languages, ought to be considered here a Yiddish noun or an essentially Hebrew noun. In the course 
of the millennia there has been a cross-pollination, with loshn-koydesh borrowing from Yiddish and 
Yiddish re-borrowing from loshn-koydesh and/or Modern Israeli Hebrew. 

The overlapping origins of the two codes can be easily seen in the differing style of the Israeli 
based feature correspondent. The latter sometimes calques upon Modern Israeli Hebrew, which is 
itself derived from the Yiddish. That is the only explanation for his use of the expression: “(lit.) 
stand on the day's agenda”, סדר היום אויפןשטיין  [shteyn oyfn seyder hayom]. Clearly, this is a 
Yiddish calque (loan translation) based on the Hebrew expression: סדר היוםעומד על  [omed al seder 
hayom] “(lit.) stands on the day's agenda”. However, this usage in Modern Israeli Hebrew, is itself 
based on a Yiddish paradigm.23

Unlike the Israeli correspondent's command of Hebrew, the editor's command of Hebrew is, to 
say the least, less than native. Only a non-native would write דא יד אח  [a yad ekhod] (a cooperative 
venture) with a word-final “ד“ “ instead of having a , “ת as the final consonant in that last word. (Put 
differently, all native Israelis know that one writes תיד אח דיד אח   [yad akhat] and not [yad 
ekhad]).24

The borrowings we have considered till now have been possible because they did not violate the 
exigencies of Yiddish grammar. However, in our texts, there are some items that do violate the 
constraints of Yiddish grammar. As a rule, they are chunks of Hebrew (or loshn-koydesh) that are 
known to the religious readers of this journal. When they appear in this Yiddish journal they are 
presented with their Hebrew morphological trappings, even though these are in conflict with the 
norms of Yiddish grammar. These items do not have the congruence of surface structure demanded 

                                                 
22  See Weinreich’s “Nusakh Ha-Sofrim Ha-Ivri-Yiddi” (1958:62).  
23  In Biblical Hebrew the verb עומד “to stand” is never used this way, while in Yiddish word אויפן [shteyn] 

“to stand” is used in expressions of this sort. What we have here, then, is a Yiddish form borrowed and 
made into an Israeli Hebrew expression, which is in turn made into a Yiddish calque by this author. 

24  This is not to say that most Israelis have a word-final [d] in their pronunciation; many don't. However, 
they are taught to write a ת and not a ד. 
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by Polack, and they violate the subcategorization rules of the matrix language demanded by Myers-
Scotton. What we have here, I suggest, is an example of “bunched” layering: the rules of Hebrew 
are in conflict with the rules of Yiddish. Let us examine these occurrences. 

Among the noun phrases we find in the editor's writings, we find expressions like: געדענקן דעם (
-remember the [direct object] our“ [gedenkn dem khoyvoysenu beyodenu] ( חובותינו בידינו
obligations [that are] in-our-hands”. The use of the Yiddish particle דעם [dem] clues us in to the 
need for an unencumbered noun that can be used with definite article whose inflectional marker 
indicates an accusative case. The (Hebrew) noun that the editor has chosen, however, does not meet 
these qualifications. It is not an unencumbered noun. It is a noun with a possessive suffixal 
morpheme, and it is itself modified by a prepositional phrase. Had the editor chosen to write  געדענקן
 remember the obligations”, that would have been a case of smooth layering. It is his“ ...- דעם חובות
choice of the possessive morpheme [nu] in ינוגעדענקן דעם חובות ... [gedenkn dem khoyvesenu …] 
“remember the our-obligations ...” that causes bunched layering.25 A similar problem arises with 
the editor's use of Hebrew in the phrase דעם שרקעקליכן מן המיצר [dem shreklikhn min ha-meytsar] 
“the horrific from-the-straits”.26 Once again the Yiddish definite article already in the accusative 
case, דעם [dem], calls for an unencumbered noun that can accompany this definite article, and once 
again, the Hebrew noun chosen is inappropriate. A noun that is the object of a preposition will not 
do. דעם שרעקליכן מיצר [dem shreklikhn meytsar] “the horrific straits” would have been smooth 
layering;  מיצרמן הדעם שרעקליכן  [dem shreklikhn min ha-meytsar] “the horrific from- the- straits”, 
however, is a case of bunched layering. 

3.3 Whole Hebrew Quotes. 

Generally speaking, quotations from Hebrew (or loshn koydesh) are easily imported into a 
Yiddish text. All the writer needs do is say something like: “And this [whatever is under discussion] 
reminds us of/is just like: …“ and then proceed to insert the quote of choice. This is what happens 
in the following datum: “ כוחי ועוצם ידי“ויבטער אין נאייו איינגעגל  [nayiv ayngegloybter in “koykhi ve 
otsem yodi“], “naively believing that /in “my power and the strength of my hand” [created this great 
good for me]. The editor of DYV does not need to finish this quote. He can (rightly) assume that his 
readers are sufficiently familiar with the Biblical text to be able to finish the quote by themselves.27 

Because they can do so, they understand the drift of the editor's observation. But not all quotes are 
inserted this smoothly. 

The generalization that we made above for nouns and noun phrases that are layered into Yiddish 
texts applies also to entire Hebrew quotes. They fit most easily into a text when they are preceded 
by the indefinite article  ממלכת כוהנים וגוי קדוש “אצו זיין “ :[a] א  [tsu zayn a mamlekhes kohanim 
vegoy kodosh] “...to be a “kingdom of priests and a holy nation.” Of the 12 quotes we found in 
these texts, 7 fit smoothly, as this quote does, into the Yiddish text. 

However, the other five cases were not so smoothly layered. Of these, two are inaccurate quotes 
and two are bunched quotes in which the noun appears in the wrong part of speech.  

The two inaccurate quotes are each of them inaccurate in different ways. The first is the 
expression:  נטויהםועוד יד“עס איז נאך דאך “ [es iz nokh dokh ve-od “yodom netuyo“] lit “[the 
situation] is after all and their right hand is still raised.” The problem with the quote is that in the 

                                                 
25  It seems as though our author needs to keep בידינו “in our hands”, together with the rest of the Hebrew 

phrase. Apparently, he has some phrase in mind. However, I am not aware of his reference.  
26  In this case, the author is referring, (even if obliquely) to the verse from Psalms which is also the 

beginning of a prayer; " מיצר קראתימן ה ..". [ “From the narrowed straits, I called…” 
27  The rest of the quote is what I have completed in square brackets, viz., “created this great good for me”. 

See דברים פרק ח פסוק יז . 
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 Hebrew original the quote is: [ve-od yodo netuyo] “and yet his hand is raised.”28 The  נטויהוועוד יד
editor relies here on the inexact memory of his readers, or their disinclination to precision in 
Biblical quotation. If they do not notice his tampering with the text, he has no problem. The second 
inaccurate quote is: לד יוםויסנדיק מה ינישט וו  [nisht visndik ma yulad yom (sic)], not knowing what 
the day would be born. While it is possible that the author intends to say [ma yoled yom] “what the 
day is giving birth to”, (with the Hebrew verb being used in the present tense), I am under the 
impression that that what the author meant to say here is:  יוםילדנישט וויסנדיק מה  [nisht visndik ma 
yeled yoym], not knowing what the day would bring. If my understanding is correct, then what we 
have here is, once more, the insertion of a [u] into the Hebrew text where it doesn't belong. Quite 
possibly, the editor knows better and this is simply a typographical error. 

There are two examples in this text of quotes that are “bunched” layering. The first is:  האפן אויף
כהרף עין" ה"תשועת   [hofn oyf teshuas hashem keheref ayin] “to hope for the salvation of God is like 

an eye blink.” Had our author said: האפן אויף תשועת ה [hofn oyf yeshuas hashem] “to wait for the 
salvation of God” and then inserted the Yiddish words וואס איז [vos iz] “which is” before the words 
 like the blink of an eye” he would have made sense. As it is, he lifted a“ [keheref ayin] כהרף עין
Hebrew noun phrase that includes a predication and tried to make it serve as part of the direct object 
of the verb.29 Pulled in opposite directions, as it is, the Hebrew noun phrase sounds ludicrous in its 
Yiddish context. 

The final example of a quote that undergoes bunched layering is the expression:  איינריסן ביי דעם
 mir darfn aynrisn “bay dem melokh al kol ho-oylom kulo] מיר דארפן מלוך על כל העולם בכבודיך

bikhvodekho“] "We must petition the `Oh rule over the entire world in your glory'". If the English 
translation sounds wacky, so too, does the original Yiddish. The author clearly meant to say:  מיר

מלךדארפן איינריסן ביי דער   [mir darfn aynrisn bay der melekh] “we must petition the king”. The 
quote he chose, however, begins not with a noun, but with a verb (in the vocative voice), albeit a 
verb derived from the same Hebrew root: ך-ל-מ  [m-l-kh] as is the noun he meant to choose. This 
quote, one that is very contorted in its context, drives home our point: even a quote, a layered form 
that is easily imported, needs to fit properly. If it is pulled in opposite directions, it will not lie 
smoothly in its new environment. 

4 Zippering 

We have seen how layering, which has the fewest restrictions on importation into Yiddish, yields 
the largest number of imported Hebrew items. Conversely, zippering, which imposes the strictest 
conditions on importation into Yiddish, yields the smallest number of borrowed Hebrew items.  

A Hebrew item that can be “zippered” into a Yiddish text is an item whose morphological 
characteristics and meaning align themselves exactly with a corresponding morphological item and 
meaning in Yiddish.  
There are three structures in our text that meet this very stringent requirement: 
 

 ”the Hebrew [le] “to” of an indirect object that exactly parallels the Yiddish [tsu] “to (1 צו ל
 the Hebrew [le] “to” of an infinitive clause that exactly parallels the for/to purpose-clause (2 ל

marker of the Yiddish צו [tsu] “to” 

                                                 
28  This occurs many times. See, for example, Isaiah 5/25, and Isaiah 9/11. 
29  This is a phrase that occurs not in the Bible, but in “leshon khakhamim”, the language of the sages. See, for 

example:  סימן קשרידי אש חלק ב . 
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 the Hebrew X [shel] Y “X of Y” (where X and Y are nouns) that exactly parallels the (3 של
Yiddish X פון [fun] Y (once again where X and Y are nouns)30  

We will examine these items one at a time. In the data we examined, we found one example of 
an indirect object phrase that is entirely in Hebrew. It is:  לידי זריםמוזן אוועקגעגעבן ווערן ... [muzn 
avkgegebn vern lidey zorim…] “...must be given back (Yiddish), to foreign hands (Hebrew)”. 
Had there been a Yiddish indirect object phrase here it would have been: פרעמדע הענטצו  [tsu 
fremde hent] “to foreign hands”. In this case the writer began with Yiddish, then simply and 
smoothly substituted the Hebrew צו ל [le] for the Yiddish [tsu], and finished the phrase with 
Hebrew morphemes. Had the Hebrew צו ל [le] not been so exactly aligned with the Yiddish [tsu], 
this Hebrew phrase would not have been possible. 

לטבוע בתוכואיז לייכט ´ס  A similar phenomenon occurs with (only) one infinitive clause. It is: 
[siz laykht litbo’a besoykhoy] “it is easy (Yiddish) to sink into it (Hebrew)”. Here the author was 
so pleased with his exact match that he followed up his Hebrew clause with a semantically identical 
Yiddish clause. The continuation of the quote given above is the Yiddish: איינצוזינקן אין אים 
[ayntsuzinkin in im] “to sink into it”. The only possible explanation for the redundant Yiddish 
infinitival clause is that the writer is reveling here in the precise zippering of the two language 
elements.  

 The final zippered Hebrew element is an “X [fun] Y” phrase, where X , or Y, or both are פון
Hebrew nouns. Whatever the diachronic picture, on a synchronic level both languages have parallel 
structures: in both one can form a possessive-like phrase made up of two nouns joined by a 
morpheme that means “of” or “from”. In our data, there was one occurrence of an “X of Y” phrase 
in which the “of” is the Hebrew כינוס של צדיקים פון של [shel], and not the Yiddish [fun]. It is: 
[kinus shel tsadikim] “gathering of righteous-men”. In all the other examples we encountered, the 
connecting word was the Yiddish פון פון [fun]. Even when the connecting word is the Yiddish 
[fun], however, the choice of X and Y varies. Sometimes both are Hebrew nouns, while other times, 
one noun is Yiddish while the other is Hebrew. Thus, we find: פראבלעמן פון צרת רבים [problemn 
fun tsoras rabim], “problems of (Yiddish) community woes (Hebrew)”, א צאל פון הטבות [a tsol fun 
hatoves] “a number of (Yiddish) benefits (Hebrew)”, and א פעקל פון צרות ורדיפות [a pekl fun tsoros 
uredifos], “a pack of (Yiddish) troubles and persecution (Hebrew)”, and דער גייסט פון ישראל סבא 
[der gayst fun Yisroel sabe], “the spirit of old-time religion” in which the X is Yiddish, while the Y 
is either Hebrew or loshn-koydesh. In other examples, both the X and the Y (and sometimes a third 
noun) are Hebrew. Thus we find: רוגז פון שקר רשעות און צביעות [roygez fun sheker rishes un 
tsviyes], “anger of lies, evil and hypocrisy”, in which the Hebrew noun רוגז [roygez] “anger”, is 
concatenated with three other Hebrew nouns by use of the Yiddish פון [fun]. When we considered 
the importation of Hebrew nouns, we found that occasionally a noun derived from the Hebrew 
component can be given Yiddish modifiers. This happens even within an X of Y phrase. Thus we 
find: פון דעם אייראפיישין עמק הבכא... [...fun dem eyropeyishn eymek ha-bokho] “…from the 
European vale of tears.”, where the loshn-koydesh head noun עמק הבכא [eymek ha-gokho] “vale of 
tears” is given a Yiddish modifier אייראפיישין [eyropeyishin] “European”.  

 Similarly, in the expression: [a gayst fun toyrediker hisoyreres] א גייסט פון תורהדיקער התעוררות
“a spirit of Torah awakening”, the second (or Y) noun, awakening, is one that is derived from the 
Hebrew component (but given its special usage by Hasidism), and given a Yiddish modifier whose 
base is itself from loshn-koydesh. To sum up, then, in an “X of Y” phrase, the connecting 
morpheme is usually the Yiddish פון [fun], but the “X” and “Y” can be either both Hebrew nouns, 
or one Hebrew noun and one Yiddish noun. And when a noun derived from the Hebrew component 

                                                 
30  It may well be that the Yiddish construction is one that derives from the Hebrew/loshn-koydesh 

component. Be that as it may, the “X fun Y” construction is so nativized by now that it felt to be Yiddish 
even by those who have no direct familiarity with Hebrew/loshn-koydesh.  
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is chosen, that does not prevent the writer from choosing a Yiddish modifier and using Yiddish 
word order. 

One wonders why the X of Y zippering option is so much more common than the option of 
zippering texts by slipping back and forth from the Hebrew צו ל[le] to the Yiddish  [tsu]. One 
possible explanation is that in the former there is a 1:1 correspondence of free morpheme to free 
morpheme, while in the latter the correspondence is between the Yiddish free morpheme צו [tsu] 
and the Hebrew bound morpheme ל [le].  

5 Buttoning 

As we might expect, whereas the number of layered Hebrew elements that we found is relatively 
large (60+), and the number of zippered elements is relatively small (close to 15), the number of 
buttoned elements falls between these two poles (30+). It is time now to consider how Yiddish 
creates an environment that allows Hebrew items to be, not just imported, but actually incorporated 
into Yiddish sentences. 

When we spoke of the “layered” (not “bunched”) Hebrew nouns and noun phrases in our texts, 
we said they are “imported”. As such, they can be “surgically” removed from their Yiddish text; the 
remaining discourse would be (syntactically) whole and (semantically) comprehensible. The 
“buttoned” forms, on the other hand, can be said to be “incorporated” within their Yiddish texts. 
Their removal from the text would leave the remaining Yiddish (syntactically) crippled and 
(semantically) incomprehensible. 

We said earlier that Hebrew verbs and adjectives are not easily imported into Yiddish. And yet 
Yiddish does find a way to incorporate Hebrew verbs as well as Hebrew adjectives. In both cases 
the solution is to make these Hebrew elements predicates of the Yiddish verb זיין [zayn] “to be” or 
 to become” or [oyszeyn] “to appear, to seem”. The Yiddish verb is then“ [vern] אויסזען ווערן
conjugated, as all Yiddish verbs are, for tense person and number. Placement in predicate position, 
after a Yiddish verb, saves these Hebrew forms from undergoing agreement affixation, so that they 
remain in the Yiddish text in their unmarked form. While it is true that the semantic border between 
adjectives and verbs is fuzzy – adjectives, can after all, be understood as stative verbs – the 
morphological markers for Hebrew adjectives differ from the markers for Hebrew verbs. We will 
accordingly, deal with adjectives and verbs separately. Because there are fewer adjective imports 
than verbal imports in our data, we will consider the adjectives first. 

In theory, any stative verb and/or adjective can be placed after the Yiddish verb “to be”. 
However, we do not find just any Hebrew adjective in predicate position. Thus, for example, we 
never find borrowings of the sort: ער איז שמח *[er iz some’akh] *“he is happy”. I am not certain 
why this is so. The fact remains that while Hebrew always insists on gender markings for its 
adjectives, this form is not imported even in its ostensibly grammatical, unmarked 3rd person male 
form (ער איז שמח *[er iz some'akh]), while other Hebrew importations into Yiddish allow Hebrew 
forms that are shorn of their gender markings. Thus, whereas Hebrew has הוא מחויב [hu mekhuyav] 
“he is obligated”, and היא מחויבת [hi mekhuyevet] “she is obligated”, the forms as they are 
imported into Yiddish are: [er iz mekhuyev] “he is obligated”, and [zi iz mekhuyev] “she is 
obligated”. 

Perhaps because the predicate adjective in Yiddish is felt to be semantically patient, when 
Yiddish chooses a Hebrew adjective for its predicate, it zeros in on Hebrew forms that are 
morphologically marked as passive. There are three such Hebrew paradigms marked as passive. I've 
called them type I, type II and type III: 

 Type I adjectives are marked by the Hebrew suffix [-u-iy]. So, from the Hebrew verbal – וי
base called “pa'ul” by the Hebrew grammarians: שתה [sh-t-h] “to drink, we can have the 
Hebrew adjective שתוי [shatu-iy] “drunk”. 
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– Type II adjectives are derived from what is called by Hebrew grammarians the “pual” 
passivization. An example of this would be the Hebrew verbal base חיב [kh-y-v] “obligate”, 
from which one can get the passive form מחויב [mekhuyev] “is obligated”.  

– Type III adjectives are formed by what Hebrew grammarians call the “nifal” passivization. 
In this case, from a Hebrew base like נכתב כתב [k-t-v], write, we can get the passive form 
[nikhtav] “was written”.  
In our data we found one example of each of these three types of adjectives. An example of type 

I is איז מסוגל כפוי טובה [kofu-iy toyve] “ungrateful”; an example of type II is: [iz mesugel] “is 
capable [of]”, while an example of type III is: איז נזהר [iz nizhar] “is careful”. For all that these 
types of adjectives are available for borrowing into Yiddish, in fact, they are (at least in this data) 
used only rarely. 

There were two examples of Hebrew gerunds in our data. These are verbal forms that are shorn 
of their tense and/or gender markings. As such, they are ripe for importation into Yiddish. These 
were the expressions:  דתשונאי ורודפי  [soney ve-rodfey das] “haters and persecutors of religion”, 
and: חומרקרוצי  [krutsey khoymer] “fashioned of matter”. 

Finally, there was one example of a conjoined predicate adjective that could only have been 
written by a native Israeli. That is the form איוםנורא ו  [noro ve-oyom] “truly terrifying/awe 
inspiring”. In the liturgy of the High Holy days, these conjoined adjectives are used to mean 
“awesome indeed”.31 In Modern Hebrew, however, they are used together to mean “truly 
terrible/horrible”. The modern use of this conjoined phrase gives away the author's country of 
origin. 

Now to the imported verbal forms. Hebrew verb forms that are incorporated into Yiddish 
generally use the same strategy as Hebrew adjectives: they are put in predicate position after a 
Yiddish verb. These compound verbs, known as periphrastic verbs, leave the Hebrew verb base 
form untouched, while they conjugate the chosen Yiddish verb: ווערן זיין [zayn] “to be” or [vern] 
“to become”. If the Yiddish light verb needs affixation, the changed (inflected) part of the Yiddish 
verb precedes the Hebrew base, while the unchanged (uninflected) part of the Yiddish verb follows 
the Hebrew base. Thus when Yiddish uses the Hebrew verb מדה [moyde] “to thank” it forms an 
infinitive מודה מודה זיין [moyde zayn] “lit. to thank be”. (Hence [moyde] “to thank”, a unmarked 
masculine singular present form, combines with the inflected form of the Yiddish verb ןזיי  [zayn] 
“to be” ). Thus we have איך בין מודה [ikh bin moyde] “I thank (lit. I am thank)”, and a past tense 
 I thanked (lit. I have thank been)”. What is interesting“ [ikh hob moyde geven] איך האב מודה געווען
about these forms is that placement after the Yiddish verb “to be” does not transform these active 
verbs into passive forms. The Hebrew verb מודה [moyde] “thank”, is active in its original Hebrew 
form and it remains active even after its incorporation into a periphrastic Yiddish verb. The Yiddish 
verb “to be”, then, is semantically empty here. It acts simply as a carrier of person, number and 
tense information.  

In theory, these periphrastic verbs can be formed in all tenses, including the past perfect and the 
future perfect tenses. In fact, however, the overwhelming majority of periphrastic verbs that we en-
countered in our data were either infinitives or present tense constructions. Of the 40 periphrastic 
constructions we found, 23 were infinitives, and 10 were present tense forms. Of the remaining 7 
forms, 5 were in the past tense, one was in the future tense, and one was an imperative. 

An obvious question to ask is: which Hebrew verbs can serve as a base for the periphrastic 
construction. The answer we arrive at by looking at the data in DYV is: virtually all major Hebrew 
verbal templates can serve as a pool for potential candidates. Put differently, DYV supplies 

                                                 
31  They are found in the well-known prayer said on the High Holy Day of Rosh Ha-Shana “u-nesane tokef”, 

and there they have a meaning quite different from the meaning they have in Modern Hebrew. 
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examples of periphrastic verbs derived from each of the four major Hebrew verbal templates. So, 
for example, from the verbal template known as “kal” verbs, we get מוחל זיין [moykhel zayn] “to 
forgive”, חושד זיין סומך זיין [soymekh zayn] “to lean/rely on” and [khoyshed zayn] “to suspect”; 
from the verbal template known as “pi-el” we get: מקים זיין [mekayem zayn] “to uphold, to keep”, 
 to obligate”, [mevatel zayn] “to void”; from the verbal“ [mekhayev zayn] מבטל זיין מחיב זיין
template known as “hif-il” we get: מסביר זיין מכריע זיין [makhriya zayn] “to determine”, [masbir 
zayn] “to explain” and מקפיד זיין [makpid zayn] “to insist (on)”; from the verbal template known as 
“hitpa'el” we get מתגבר זיין מתפלל זיין [mispalel zayn] “to pray”, [misgaber zayn] “to overcome”, 
and נתעורר ווערן [nisoyrer vern] “to become (spiritually) awakened.” 

It would seem, then, that the Hebrew verbal forms are an inexhaustible reservoir of potential 
borrowings. It is hard to say why Hebrew adjectives and Hebrew verbs, which use a similar strategy 
for incorporation into Yiddish, should suffer such different fates. Both rely on a Yiddish verb of 
being or becoming that, through affixation, conveys the necessary tense and time information. Yet 
borrowed adjectival forms are scarce, while borrowed verbal forms abound. 

This is not to say that the periphrastic verbs in our data are all straightforward and devoid of 
problems. A close examination will reveal any number of unusual forms that call for explanation. 

We have suggested that the Yiddish verb chosen for the periphrastic construction is either the 
verb “to be” or the verb “to become”. For the most part, this is true. Nevertheless, there is one 
example in our data of a different verb in the periphrastic construction. It is the verb “to make”. We 
find in our data the expression: האט מבטל געמאכט [hot mevatel gemakht] “(he) voided (lit. (he) did 
void make)”. It should be noted that Yiddish (like English and other Germanic languages) has a 
core of light verbs: be, have, make do, all of which can form compound verbal constructions 
(English “make a bed”, Yiddish טאן תפילה [ton tfile] “do prayer, pray”). Most periphrastic 
constructions do not make use of this light verb, but that does not mean it is not potentially 
available for use. As we see from our data, the potentiality becomes an actuality. The possibility is 
always there. 

 In earlier eras, in fact, the Yiddish verb [ton] “to do” was used more frequently as a light טאן
verb. But then it was used in conjunction, not with a Hebrew verb, but with a Hebrew noun, as in 
 lit. “to make prayer, to pray”. Echoes of this can be seen in one of the ,”[ton tfile]“ ”טאן תפילה“
periphrastic constructions found in our data. The datum is:  און זענען הייס מתפללטוען מיר  [mir toen 
un zenen heys mispalel], lit. “we do and [are] warmly pray”. Apparently, the author wanted to say: 
 lit. “we do prayer, we (are) pray(ing)”. That is a possibility in [mir toen tfile] מיר טוען תפילה
Yiddish, whereas מיר טוען מתפלל * [*mir toen mispalel] “*we [do] pray”, is not acceptable. Our 
author obviously knows this, for he immediately adds the correct form, the form that uses a Hebrew 
verb and an inflected form of the Yiddish verb זיין מתפלל [zayn mispalal] “to pray (lit. “to-pray to-
be”)”: namely :מיר זענען מתפלל [mir zenen mispalel], lit. “we are pray”. It would seem, then, that he 
started off with the form that uses the Hebrew noun תפילה [tfile], (namely [ton tfile]), but then 
dropped the Hebrew noun and constructed a different compound form, this time one that uses a 
Hebrew verb זיין מתפלל [zayn mispalal]. While we expect this mid-stream switch in speech, it is 
unusual to find such a switch in the written language. And yet, as we see, it does happen. 

We said earlier that one of the Hebrew paradigms available for borrowing is the מתפלל 
“hitpa'el/hispoel”. In Hebrew this is seen as a paradigm whose semantic crux is the reflexive notion, 
and it is the מת [mis/mit] prefix that is seen to convey the notion of reflexivity. The question for the 
Yiddish borrower is whether to make do with the Hebrew prefix [mis/mit] or to insert the Yiddish 
word מתגבר זיין זיך [zikh] “self”, which also conveys reflexivity. Thus to the periphrastic form 
[misgaber zayn] “to overcome be” (a form that already has the Hebrew reflexive morpheme 
mis/mit), our author adds another reflexive morpheme: the reflexive morpheme זיך [zikh] “self”. So 
we find in our data the expression:האט זיך מתגבר געווען [hot zikh misgaber geven], “did [reflexive 
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self]-overcome [past-tense-be], (did overcome)”. (This is not unlike the “double marking” found in 
tautological compound Yiddish names like “Dov-Ber”, “Bear-Bear” or “Arye-Leib”, “Lion-Lion”.) 
Why some “hitpael” forms take this double marking while others do not is not clear to me. 

As we have seen, the “piel” verbal template is a fertile source of borrowed (periphrastic) Hebrew 
bases. In our data there are two examples of Hebrew “piel” forms that beg discussion. They are the 
forms : מהנה זיין מהפך זיין [mehapekh zayn] “to overturn (lit. overturn to-be)”, and [mehane zayn], 
“to please (others with/by) (lit. please to-be)”. Neither of these verbs are Modern Israeli Hebrew 
usage. In the case of the former, we find only the “kal” form of this verb in Modern Hebrew: הופך 

 to overturn”. In the case of the latter, Modern Israeli Hebrew usage has the verb“ [hofekh] מהנה
[mehane] in its passive form, where it means "to be pleased"”. However, both verbs that are found 
in our data are legitimate forms of loshn-koydesh. They are found in rabbinic literature and are part 
of what is traditionally called “leshon khakhamim”, the language of the sages.32 It is not as though 
our author was unaware that these usages are not found in Modern Israeli Hebrew. For him the pool 
of loanwords extends backwards in time as well as up to the present day. The language of the sages 
is just as legitimate a borrowing for him as the Hebrew of his contemporaries in Israel. 

There is one usage of a his/hitpael form in our data that bears mention. It is the expression: כדי
 in order to prostrate one's self” (lit. “in-order“.[kedey zikh mishtatekh tsu zayn] זיך משתטח זו זיין
(reflexive) prostrate to-be”) (We note in passing that once again our author finds it necessary to add 
the Yiddish reflexive particle [zikh] to the already Hebrew reflexive form [mishtate-akh].) Whereas 
the Hebrew pronunciation of this expression is: mish/ta/te/akh, the Yiddish version of this form is 
pronounced: mish/ta/tekh, with an elision of the vowel in the fourth syllable. As a consequence the 
Hebrew four-syllable word becomes a Yiddish three-syllable word.  

One possible explanation for the reduced number of syllables in the Yiddish word is that these 
forms are made to follow the syllable pattern of Hebrew words which do not include 
gutturals/pharyngeals. Just as the latter form three syllable Yiddish loan words, so they too, form 
three syllable Yiddish loan words. Another possibility is that Yiddish operates under phonotactic 
constraints that keep the syllables of its verbs down to a preferred number of three. When faced 
with a four syllable borrowed form, then, it simply “cuts down” the verb to its preferred size. It is 
my guess that if the Hebrew verb מתגלח [mis/mit-ga-le-akh] were borrowed into Yiddish, it would 
end up as [misgalekh]. There is one form in our data that fits into this paradigm. It is the 
periphrastic verb: מנצח זיין [me-na-tse-akh zayn] “to be victorious”. Because we are dealing with 
written data and not with the spoken language, we have no way of knowing whether the author 
would say [me-na-tsekh zayn] or [me-na-tsey-akh zayn]. I leave the question of how these forms are 
phonologically assimilated into Yiddish open for further investigation.33

There is a characteristic of the periphrastic verbs that appear in this text that is likely to be 
unique to this text. One periphrastic verb tends to draw others into the text, so that we get a slew of 
such verbs piled one atop the other. This may be similar to what U. Weinreich noticed in the texts 
that use Scribal language.34 There the mere use of one whole Hebrew word or phrase “dragged with 
it” more Hebrew text. Here we find expressions like: אמיר מתפלל זיין זוכה צו זיין צו זעען בנחמת ציון ל
 let“ ,[lomir mispalel zayn zoykhe tsu zayn tsu zen be-nekhomas tsiyon ve-yerusholayim] וירושלים

                                                 
32  The verb in this usage is found in the Talmud. See, for example Shabat 56.1. As for the verb מהנה מהפך 

used as a transitive verb, it can be found in Sanhedrin 9.1. 
33  Paul Glasser points out that when Yiddish borrows place names from Slavic, then, too, it loses much of the 

internal structure of the word. So, for example, the city “Navorodek” becomes “Nevardek” in Yiddish. 
Whether this is a question of a borrowing pattern that holds true for all the components of Yiddish and for 
all foreign language borrowings and/or whether there is a constraint on the number (and type?) of 
allowable syllables in the final Yiddish form is an issue that remains to be examined. 

34 See “Nusakh Ha-Sofrim Ha-Ivri Yidi”, (Weinreich, 1958:62). 
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us pray (periphrastic verb #1), that we be worthy (periphrastic verb #2)” to see the consolation of 
Zion and Jerusalem. A second such pile-up can be found in the following expression: נאר ווען מיר
 nor ven mir veln oymeyd zayn be-nisoyen veln mir] וועלן עומד זיין בנסיון וועלן מיר זוכה זיין אז
zoykhe zayn az…] “only when we will stand the test (periph. #1) will we merit (periph. #2)” 
that…” Whether or not this tendency to pile up Hebrew derived forms is peculiar to these texts will 
only be determined when other texts are compared to this one.  

We have called the forms under discussion “buttoned” forms without sufficiently justifying our 
terminology. The time has come to justify the term. 

When we discussed “zippered” forms, we spoke of a Hebrew forms that align themselves 
exactly with corresponding Yiddish forms. For each morpheme in Hebrew, there is a corresponding 
Yiddish morpheme. “Buttoned” forms allow no such 1:1 correspondence. Sometimes the Yiddish 
items exceed the Hebrew items in number, and sometimes they fall short of their corresponding 
Hebrew items.  

The three-syllable form [mish-ta-tekh] that we just discussed is an example of a Yiddish form 
that “shrinks” the Hebrew form it starts with. When the Yiddish takes a 4 syllable word and makes 
of it a 3 syllable word, we can say that it supplies a button-hole that is a bit tight. The Hebrew word 
gets pulled into Yiddish, but it ends up a bit crimped. 

 ,The reverse happens when Yiddish starts with a one word Hebrew morpheme, for example לדון
 to judge”, and makes of it a three word equivalent: [dan tsu zayn], “judging to“ ,[ladun] דן צו זיין

be, to judge”. Obviously we are dealing here with the carry-over from a synthetic language to an 
analytic language: Yiddish does not have the options of folding and blending a few morphemes into 
one word, as Hebrew does. Nevertheless, when the Hebrew expression starts off with two words: 
 we-will-stand in-the-test”, and Yiddish ends up with five words“ [na-amod ba-nisayon] נעמוד בנסיון
in its place: מיר וועלן עומד זיין בנסיון [mir veln oymed zayn be-nisoyon] “we will withstand the 
test”, lit. “we (1), future-will (2), stand (3), to-be (4), in-(the)-test (5).” We cannot help but feel that 
the button hole is ample indeed. When the Hebrew form has been Yiddishized, it has, so to speak, 
spread out. 

Because of a near-millennium of dialog between Yiddish and Hebrew, it is impossible to say 
with certainty whether the forms דן צו זיין דן “[dan] “to judge” (in the phrase judging to be, to 
judge”) and  בנסיון(עומד -in the phrase  [oymed zayn be) [oymed ba-nisayon] (עומד זיין בנסיון
nisoyon] “withstand the test”) should be considered Hebrew, loshn koydesh or Yiddish. It’s worth 
noting that were we to consider them both Hebrew, then the phrases they are in would be counter-
examples to Myers-Scotton’s EL island hypothesis.35

6 Conclusions  

Layering 
We have seen that when Hebrew items are layered within DYV, the authors assume their readers 

are knowledgeable enough to complete quotes that they leave hanging in the air. Despite this 
assumption of learning, our authors did not by any means quote accurately all the time. On the 
contrary, they were inexact, and they tended to bend the quote to the meaning they wanted to 
extract. While one of our authors seems very aware of Modern Israeli usage and uses no forms that 
violate the norms of either language, the other author manages to layer into his Yiddish text Hebrew 
quotes and nouns that are pulled in two directions simultaneously. This may be because he is not so 
aware of the awkward situation he has created. Alternatively, it may be that he is so committed to 

                                                 
35 As we pointed out earlier (see page 2 above), the EL island hypothesis suggest that when the matrix 
language borrows a system morpheme from the embedded language, it then continues the rest of the structural 
unit in the embedded language. I owe this observation to the clear-sighted reading of the paper’s reviewer. 
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certain Hebrew expressions and texts that he uses them despite the fact that they are jarring and in 
violation of the rules of both languages. 

While our “layered” forms are those that generally conform to Poplack’s congruence constraints 
and Myers-Scottons’ MLF model, neither of these theories can account for what we have called 
here “bunched” layering. This may be because these other theories were concerned with the spoken 
forms of language while we deal here with written texts. Perhaps linguists need to consider (for 
each culture) which texts are so privileged that borrowing from them leads to bunched layering. 
Zippering 

 The exact alignment of the bound Hebrew morpheme [le] “to” with the free Yiddish ל
morpheme צו [tsu] “to” creates opportunities for zippering that are only rarely used. On the other 
hand, the exact alignment of the Hebrew X פון של [shel] Y with the Yiddish X [fun] Y (where X 
and Y are nouns) is so complete, that both writers freely go from one form to the other, and from 2 
Hebrew nouns to 2 Yiddish nouns, to one Hebrew and one Yiddish noun.  

Myers-Scotton’s account of “double morphology” does not distinguish between elements that 
share a semantic congruity as well as a syntactic congruity, and an alignment of a bound morpheme 
of one language with a free morpheme of another. Furthermore, it does not allow us to predict why 
such an alignment encourages the borrowing of some structural elements, while it seems to 
discourage others. 
Buttoning 

Although the borrowing of Hebrew adjectives is based on the same strategy as the borrowing of 
Hebrew verbs, namely making the Hebrew element a predicate that is part of a compound, (and 
having one part of the compound a Yiddish verb that is inflected for person and number), Hebrew 
adjectives are only rarely borrowed, whereas Hebrew verb bases are quite common. We have seen, 
too that the writers of DYV draw on the verbs of ancient rabbinic texts as well as on the verbs used 
in Modern Hebrew. 

In view of our findings, we are forced to re-consider Myers-Scotton’s view of “bare forms” as an 
exception to a general rule. Our data show that “bare forms” are an open set, available for 
borrowing. Their use constitutes a productive process that constantly enriches the matrix language 
texts. 

7 Questions for Future Research 

We have examined only two years' worth of journal materials. It would be interesting to know if 
the language of these writers changes over time. Indeed, it would be interesting to know if the 
journal as a whole changes its Hebrew borrowings over time. To answer that question, a 
longitudinal study covering many more years is required. 

What's more, this is only one of the Yiddish journals that circulate. One wonders if the 
borrowing patterns differ when other Haredi (ultra-orthodox) journals are considered. (for example 
the journals of Hassidic sects). Then, too, there is written material that is not put out by religious 
folk. How much, if any, of the borrowings that are found here can also be found in those journals?  

In the language mix we have considered, we have a vernacular (here, Yiddish) that is grappling 
with ancient texts and modern forms of a sacred language (here Hebrew) that belongs to an entirely 
different language family. A similar situation obtains on the periphery of the Islamic world: in 
Turkey and in Iran. Turkish and Persian Muslims have vernaculars (Turkish and Persian) that 
belong to a language family that is different from the language family of their sacred language 
(Arabic). Of these two peoples, it is the Iranians whose situation most closely resembles the 
situation we have described here. Like Yiddish, Persian has adopted the alphabet of its sacred 
language.  
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Given this similarity between modern Yiddish and modern Persian, a series of questions 
naturally arises. When Iranians write Persian, do they have ways of layering, zippering and 
buttoning Arabic into their texts? Does their allegiance to Arabic expressions and texts cause them 
to produce “bunched” texts? Is it in fact easier to achieve zippering when the correspondence is 
between two free morphemes than when the correspondence is between one free and one bound 
morpheme? If adjectival forms and verbal forms are equally “ripe” for borrowing, does the 
vernacular favor the borrowing of one over the other? A cross-cultural comparison might teach us 
more about human language in general. 
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